Name: Sheeraz Ali
School Name: Rasool Bux Brohi Shikarpur

As everyone know that we have suffered from hot time of rain days and also flood water. We have spent eight days at home when it was raining we have seen many peoples which are outside of their homes rain destroyed their homes. And they are still in trouble. In rain days our homes rooms cover was flowing from down side everything was in water after rainy days. When we went to our schools what we saw that some water standing in ground and corridor when we opened the classrooms we saw everything was destroyed by water charts, lesson plan, decoration everything was totally destroyed. Once first day we take help from villagers we dropped water outside of school. As after with hard work we clean our classes and school we saw our students they seems to be unhappy because they lost their homes and suffering in hot weather intents. We make around of villages it was very hard and heart breaking day to seen eighty percent homes are damaged by rain. And females are working in sun shine some old men and women sitting inside tent. They were so sad and nervous. We start our school with activity, poems, storytelling, games so that we can make happy to our students and let them come out from those hard days, in which they suffered and survive. We gave biscuits and toffees and nimko the contribution of all teachers and see their happy smile faces we become so happy.

Mashallah, our school is now running on its time table student are happy but still their homes are ruins our operator/coordinator is helping us also and everything provides facilities things and helping planning in end.

I just request to my honorable officers for school building repair and color also give sports kit so that our students can enjoy.